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DEAR READERS, 

Home can play a large role in your life - especially when leaving home 
for college. The importance of choosing where to live and how to make that 
place a home is something all college students have to navigate. We hope our 
annual Housing Guide will help you navigate the housing world as you plan 
where to live next year. You are just pages away from tips on how to budget 
your money (page 14), seeing how well you know your roommate (page 12) 
or even planning a fun night in with your friends at home (page 18). 

The housing options at WKU and in Bowling Green can be overwhelming, 
and Cherry Creative wants to be a resource for you. The Housing Guide is 
published during Housing week which consists of social media takeovers on 
the WKU Herald and Talisman accounts to help you learn about housing 
options. The highlight of the week is the Housing Fair on Wednesday, Feb. 
23, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in DSU. Local off-campus housing options and 
Housing and Residence Life will be together for a one-stop shop to answer 
housing questions, along with prizes and giveaways too. Still need a little 
more help? WKUApartments.com is another option for exploring housing 
options on and off campus. 

Your home matters, and we are here to help. 

ASHLYN CRAWFORD 
Cherry Creative Director 

REQUIRED HOUSING POLICY 

All full-time undergraduate students are 
required to live on campus for two years, 
with five limited exceptions: 

• Veterans of military service (181 days 
or more) 

• If you are married or · the primary 
caregiver for dependent children 

• If you are 21 years ~f age or older 
before classes start 

• Members of fraternities or sororities 
living in the chapter house (two 
semesters on campus and 30 credit 
hours earned) 

• If you are commuting from your 
parent or guardian's permanent home 
(50 miles or less) 

Even if a rental agent says you could get 
an exemption, do not believe them and 
sign a lease before talking to HRL. 
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Mary Tessa, from Brandenburg, is pursuing a Master of Science in speech-language pathology at WKU. Tessa has been taking care of her plants for five years. 

r 

.. 

LESSONS IN PLANT PARENTING 
Story by Adelle Honeck I Photos by Alaina Webber 
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The responsibility of caring for another living thing 
can be a daunting task. With a list of do's and don'ts that 
is seemingly endless, buying a plant for the first time 
can become an intimidating experience, leaving many 
to feel discouraged. Fortunately, a green thumb is not 
something that one needs to be born with, but instead is 
a skill that anyone can acquire. Anybody with patience, 
and the desire to nurture, has it within them to become 
a plant parent. 

When first looking into purchasing a houseplant, 
it is important to understand the basics of plant care. 
One of the most difficult aspects of caring for greenery 
is knowing when to water them. Depending on the 
houseplant of course, the amount of water needed will 
vary, but when figuring out what a specific plant needs 
there are key aspects to be taken into consideration. 
According to the New Garden Landscaping & Nursery 
website, a good tip is checking to see if the soil is dry 
and being aware of its root maturity. 

Other important things to note when first bringing 
home a houseplant is the type of pot it is in and where 
in the living space it is placed, so that it gets the correct 
amount of sunlight for its species. On the New Garden 
Landscaping & Nursery website, it mentions that it is 

COLLE GE LIFE 
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also necessary to assure a plant has proper hygiene, as 
one would for a pet, or even themselves. 

Cleaning up plants can include cutting them so they 
will not become overgrown, and encourage new growth, 
as well as dusting them off occasionally and allowing 

111 like to take care 
of something that's 

not a pet and is 
low maintenance.'' 

-Carleigh Riddle 

their leaves to breathe. When purchasing a plant, it is also 
helpful to ask whomever is selling it for advice on what 
care it requires. Different plants have different needs, 

0) 
( ) 
0) 
' 
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so making sure to ask for advice on what proper care is 
needed will help develop that green thumb. 

Carleigh Riddle, Louisville senior, recently decided 
to reattempt caring for a houseplant after her first 
experience did not work out. To Riddle, the beauty of 
plants, as well as the simplicity of caring for them, is 
what aided her decision in purchasing one for the 
second time. 

"I think they're really pretty, and I like to take care 
of something that's not a pet and is low maintenance," 
Riddle said. "I also like to see them grow." 

Riddle purchased her houseplant, a Watermelon 
Peperomia, at the local Bowling Green shop, Jules With 
The Flowers. Because she had a habit of overwatering 
her first houseplant, Riddle asked for advice on how 
she could better care for her new green friend from an 
employee at the shop. 

"She told me to test the soil before I water and 
honestly just forget about it every few days so I wouldn't 
overwater it," she said. "Also, learning about things to 
look for on plants to see if they're not doing well, like 

the color of their leaves." 
Other tips that Riddle learned to care for her 

houseplant are to only slightly water it and avoid putting 
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it in direct sunlight. Riddle believes that these tips will help 
her to not make the same mistakes as before and become a 
successful caretaker for her Watermelon Peperomia. 

Another senior, Elissa Akers from Lawrenceburg has 
been caring for houseplants for six or seven years. What 
first interested her in getting houseplants of her own was an 
event held in her hometown at a local nursery. 

"They were holding an event where you could buy a 
plant and get a free pot to go with it," Akers said."I got a 
little cactus, and I got a mug to go with it." 

As she got more accustomed to caring for houseplants, 
Akers added more to her collection and now has a wide 
variety of species. 

"I have a Monstera, and I have a lot of Money Plants 
because they grow pretty quick, and you can propagate and 
replant those," Akers said. "I also have some sort of ivory 
plant I'm not sure the scientific name of." 

Akers' personal favorite out of the houseplants she owns 
is the Monstera plant. She said she loves the unique way it 
grows and the speed it grows at. Because it grows so quickly, 
it can easily be propagated, allowing her to grow new plants 
from the original. 

Akers also shared some tips on what she believes new 
plant buyers should consider before purchasing one of 
their own. 

"I would look up to see, especially if you have any pets 
in the house, what plants may be toxic to them, as well as 
just general facts on bow to water them, bow to propagate 
them if you want to build your collection, and just tips on 
how to keep them alive," she said. 

Although initially learning to take care of houseplants 
may be overwhelming, it can be extremely rewarding to 
nurture something and observe its growth. Caring for plants 
and developing a green thumb can be an opportunity to 
learn before taking on larger responsibilities in life. Adding 
some greenery to a home is not only a great way to make it 
feel cozier but also a great skill that anyone can learn. 
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Tessa was gifted a beautiful fem from her grandmother which has been alive for several years and continues to flourish along with 
her other plants. 

Tessa chose to place a few of her plants by th · d f ·d · 
t -11 th • . e wrn ow or I eal light Although the window allows for cold air to get in her plants are s I nvmg. ' 
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How well do you kn 
your roommate? 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• V 

They're an 
early bird 

START 

When does your roommate wake up? 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• <· .. 

• 
V 

They're a 
sleepy head 

• • • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• .. ·> No clue • • 

• 
• 
• 
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Story by Adelle Honeck I Illustrations by Bailey Brush 

Do you want to put your roommate's knowledge to the test? You 
might be joined at the hip or perhaps it feels like you live with a 
ghost Whatever your relationship may be, this might help you to 
learn more about them. Take this quiz with them to find out how 
much you really mow about eacb other! 

How do they listen 
to music? 

Where do you see <• •• : 
them the most? 

Do you know where your 
roommate is from? 

Out loud With headphones 
In our room Around campus Of course! I'm not sure ••••••• or earbuds • 

" 
• • • • • • • 

fyour • • v • Y; 
V When do 

iblings. 

Yes Not sure 

Do you hang out together? 

• 
• 

All the 
time! 

• 
• 

• • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • 

Not much 

• 
• <· .... Do you knowt 

Yes I never asked 

• 
• 

• 
• 

go to sle 

They're a night 
owl/early bird 

• • 

• 
• 
• 
• • • 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • v '-' v V 

You know them well. 

Two Peas In a Pod: It seems as though you and your 
roommate are close friends! You likely have spent 
many nights together ta I king for hours when, before 
you know it, it's 3 a.m.! You get along swimmingly 
and have great conversations! 

You know a decent ~mount bo t them. 
A Pleasant Acquaintancesh : You might not be together 
all the time, but you've still een able to learn quite a bit 
about your roommate! You are a compatible pair who 
have their own lives outside of the dorm. This roommate 
match has found the perfect balance of respect for a 
peaceful living arrangement! 

v 
You don't know much about them. 

Do You Actually Live Together?: Not everyone 
is close with their roommate, and that is OK! You 
might be a bit curious about them, but minding 
your own business is not bad at all. If you'd like to 
get to know them better, don't be shy! 

I don't know 



The B word: 
3 Tips to Budget Finances 
Story by Tea Jones I Photo by Keilen Frazier 

College can be hard. Budgeting your 
money in college can be even harder. It is 
easy to get overwhelmed and second guess 
what to spend your money on and how to 
save. In order to combat the confusion 
and anxiety, here are a few tips to help be 
financially responsible. 

1. CREATE A BUDGET PLAN 
Zach Jones is the program manager for 

the Center for Financial Success on campus 
and aids students in their budgeting needs. 

"The best time to budget is before you 
sign a lease or make a car purchase or 
anything major - but when you submit 
yourself contractually to these payments, 
you may see that you have less decision 
making power," Jones said. 

Jones explained that your priorities are 
reflected in the housing you are looking 
for. If living in a place that has added 
accommodations but a more expensive 
rent is important to you, creating your 
budgeting plan should reflect that priority. 

"An essential budget is one that is 
written down, most commonly an app you 
can track as you progress," Jones said. "If 
you track that money as it is going out, 
you have an idea of your spending at any 
point and time." 

Jones said that budgeting gives every 
dollar you have a specific job which makes 
it easier to spend your money because you 
don't have to feel guilty afterward. 

"Whether or not you budget, you're 
saying yes to certain things and no to 
others," Jones said. 

Jones strongly recommended the Center 
for Financial Success, which offers free 
coaching sessions for students who are 
looking to start organizing their finances. 
One of the services they provide is setting 
up an online budget that is accessible for 
most students and easy to maintain. 

141 HOUSING 

After graduating from WKU in 2018, Zach Jones became the Program Manager for the WKU Center for 
Financial Success. "If you build your budget you can see what you desire and not the people around 
you,• Jones said. 

"We like Youneedabudget.com 
because you can get a year for free 
as a college student, and it's very 
affordable after that," Jones said. "We 
also help students set that up by linking 
their accounts and seeing the best 
budget plan." 

There are also online resources such 
as bestcolleges.com that list out steps 
for students who are new to budgeting 
their expenses. Some tips listed include 
breaking down your income and setting 
aside extra money for an emergency fund. 

2. SORT YOUR PRIORITIES 
Kaysten Thomas is vice president of 

finance for Kappa Delta Sorority and is 
responsible for maintaining the budget 
of the chapter as well as addressing 
any financial concerns within the sorority. 

"You need to recognize what's most 
important to you," Thomas said. "You 

know that your needs come first, but your 
wants are on different levels based on how 
badly you want it." 

Thomas said that most people within the 
sorority will come to her wanting to make 
a plan on how to budget in order to find out 
what is best for them and the chapter. 

"You've got to plan ahead," Thomas 
said. "As soon as I know how much 
the dues are going to be, I make 
it a priority and recognize it's a 
commitment I agreed to." 

One of Jones' biggest pieces of advice 
was to take the time to create a priority list 
for yourself with goals as well as expenses. 
Rent is one of those expenses that can take 
a big chunk out of your account but is 
mandatory to pay and therefore should be 
a top priority. 

"Most of the time, 'wants' will fall under 
goals, and it helps to give yourself a sense of 
priority of what you want to accomplish," 

Jones said. ''When you're budgeting, you 
want to make sure you're allocating for 
the things you have to pay for before you 
get paid again." 

3. SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE 
"Realizing you can still have 

fun without spending money is huge," 
Thomas said. "It's all subjective to the 
individual person." 

Thomas explained how she works a 
part-time, on-campus job 20 hours a week 
to help pay for her sorority dues and have 
leftover money for her other priorities. 

"A social life both in and out of Greek 
life is important; you can spend time with 
your friends without spending money that 
isn't necessary," Thomas said. 

Thomas also tipped that you can use 
your meal swipes on campus to go to 
dinner with friends or even all huddle up 
and hang out in someone's dorm room. 

There's also a website, Best Colleges, 
that lists several different ways to decrease 
your spending while still making the 
most of your time in college, including: 
avoiding paying full price for textbooks, 
cooking for yourself, shopping at thrift 
stores and using student discounts. 

"Building up your savings frees up 
money in other places," Jones said. "You 
can budget for fun - it's not restrictive, 
it's empowering!" 

Learning how to budget and organize 
your expenses is the most manageable when 
you take it one step at a time. Don't let the B 
word scare you! 

"Realizing you can still 
have fun without spending 

money is huge.H 
- Kaysten Thomas 

Vice President of finance for Kappa Deir. Sorority 

f • •• 
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son, a fred shman from _Horse ~ve, is majoring in biology and has a deep appreciation for design and organization. "I have a canvas over my desk, a little shelving unit by my door to put books on and 

row p1 ows an blankets,• Gibson said. 

TIPS FOR-ORGANIZATI N 
Story by Tea Jones I Photos by Chloe Sharp 

16 i HOUSING 

Gibson views her label maker as a necessity in order to make sure 
everything in her dorm room has a place. Gibson labels all her food 
baskets from cereal to sweets to bread and bagels. 

Whether it is adjusting to dorm life or navigating 
life off campus, keeping your space organized can be 
overwhelming. It can be hard to even know where to 
begin but Lexington junior Wyatt Ingram, Hardinsburg 
freshman Cassidy McDaniel and Horse Cave freshman 
Katie Gibson have a few tricks for staying organized. 

These three students were asked a series of questions 
and offered their personal tips for keeping their space 
organized. Ingram currently resides in a multi-roommate 
house off campus, while McDaniel resides in Pearce 
Ford Tower and Gibson in Minton Hall on campus. 

Here are their responses, edited for length and clarity. 

• o ake he 
transition from living at home 
towh · e 

Ingram: I thought my room was a lot smaller than 
it was, so I thought I'd only need a bed, a chair and a 
dresser. When I moved in I had to buy so much more. 

McDaniel: I had more space than I thought I was 
going to have so I had to buy more hangers and 
storage bins. 

Gibson: I tried to make it as home-y as possible; I 
really like decorating and making it all look nice. 

• at e specific rga ·zation 
tipsy C ed? 

Ingram: Be familiar with the space before you move 
into it. Do not buy a lot before you move in or anything 
that's not a basic need before you're settled into your 
space. My mom tried to give me a bunch of kitchen 
items, and I was really overwhelmed because I didn't 
know what I was going to need, and I had never lived in 
a space like this before. 

McDaniel: I'll put different items in different storage 
bins such as socks in one and snacks in another. I also 
keep my stepstool under my bed and throw blankets in 

the cabinets so they're not visible. 
Gibson: You can only do so much with cement walls 

and furniture that's all one color. I want to make sure 
everything has a space, and I try to use every inch of 
space l have. For example, I saw I had a gap between my 
closet and my desk about 8 inches so I found a rolling 
cart that fit there perfectly. 

3. How do y eep your living 
space clean? 

Ingram: Clean daily. Find a balance that you're 
comfortable living in every day and can wake up to and 
maintain so you're more productive. Because I pick 
up every day, it doesn't seem like a major task. Also 
remember if you're going to share a space with someone, 
it is equally theirs as it is 
yours. Be considerate! 

McDaniel: I always make 
my bed before I go to class 
each day, and I wash my 
dishes right after I use them. 

Gibson: I noticed it 
gets dusty, so I try to dust 
everything off. I also have a 
vacuum because having two 
girls in one space results in a 
lot of hair. I put all my snacks 
in little canisters, and I do my 
dishes a little bit at a time so it 
doesn't get too bad. 

4. What is your 
biggest piece of 
advice? 

Ingram: Make use of every 
square inch you're given. I 
have storage under my bed 
and stuff in drawers as well as 
night stands. Be creative with 
your storage. You can make 
it aesthetic! 

McDaniel: The dorms 
aren't nearly as bad as people 
say! I enjoy living at the dorm 
- it's really not that bad. I 
don't mind the community 
bathroom because that means 
I don't have to clean it! 

When decorating a small space, utilizing mirrors like Ingram has 
done is a great way to give the illusion of a bigger room. 

hang my shower caddy, keys and masks with command 
hooks. Use vertical space because there's not much floor. 
Go up because you can't go out! 

Gibson: What I found 
most helpful was raising my 
bed up to where there was a 
little gap between my dresser 
and the end of my bed. That's 
where I could put bins I found 
from Target. I could fit almost 
10 bins under there! I also 

Wyatt Ingram, a junior from Lexington, is majoring in interior design. "I chose interior design 
because it is so creative, fun and personal," Ingram said. "I like making people feel good and 
making spaces look beautiful, and it is so rewarding knowing you designed an environment that 
brings someone joy and peace.• 

HOUSING I 17 
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Story by Gabby Wilson I Illustrations by Katie Ulrich 
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Picture this: It is a Friday evening, and classes for the week have finally come to an 
end, and the homework is either already done or a next day duty. Energies and spirits 
are high, and all everyone wants to do is get together and have a fun time. 

But then there is the question on everyone's mind -what is there to do? There is the 
possibility of goi~g _out, but maybe the weather outside is gloomy and unsafe; spending 
money on an a~tiv~ty ?1akes your bank account whimper, or going out just simply 
does not sound mtngwng. Not a problem! Staying in can be just as fun - this would 
be the perfect chance to go head to head with your friends in an epic game night. Here 
are some perfect game night snacks and activities and why having this time with your 
friends is truly important. 

Game night munchies 
No matter what you are playing, you and your friends are bound to get hungry! 

Whether you have a sweet tooth or want something more salty or savory, there are 
plenty of food options to satisfy every player's craving. According to Outstanding 
Foods' website, there are plenty of snacks for a game night that are pretty mess free and 
always delicious. Some of the top recommendations were mini hard candies or mini 
chocolates, chips, pretzel bites, cookies, a charcuterie board, popcorn and fruit Gust to 
name a few). You can personalize all of these options to satisfy anyone in the group, 
making the experience even more special and unique to whomever you are playing 
with. In between game strategy, these snacks are sure to be filling! 

Competitive or not, these are 
the games to play 

The night is falling into place - you have the people; you have the snacks. But what 
to actually play? With so many games to choose from, this can be a slight dilemma 
Of course, this is a personal decision that can vary between people and game nights, 
but there are three fun games the Oprah Daily website highly recommends to have the 
perfect night in playing games with friends. 

The first is Cards Against Humanity - this will surely have the whole gang laughing 
for hours. There truly is no limit to bow many people can play. The card game itself has 
recommended 3-20+ players - the amo.unt of players feels endless! This game bas you 
trying to one-up the otherplayers with comedy, coming up with outlandish answers to 
a prompt. The game can be quite out there and raunchy with its answers. It always is a 
hit game where anyone can be as creative as they want in hopes of winning! 

Next up is Watch Ya' Mouth Original Mouthpiece Game-it is quick and entertaining 
and is usually played over and over again. It is part strategy and all comedy and also 
includes a lot of people to play, recommending 2-1 o+ players. The phrase "What'd you 
say?" will come out in between fits of laughter as someone tries to say funny sentences 
while wearing plastic cheek retractors. The others playing will try to guess what is 
being said, earning points for correct guesses. This game can be played for several 

rounds and always leaves the room full of laughter. 
The last game suggestion is Ticket to Ride, which leans more to~ard ~trategy ~d 

critical thinking. Everyone can put their game faces on and let their s~s fl.~. This 
game bas a drastically smaller player count compared to the other suggestions, with the 
recommendation being two to five players, but it is just as fun and can call for a co-z;y 
game night experience. This game is a fantastic cross-country train adventure where the 
players must collect and play matching train cards to claim railway routes th~t connect 
through North American cities - the longer the routes, the better! No matt~r if you are 
more competitive or not, this game can lead to fun strategy and make the time fly. 

Game nights will never go 
out of style 

There is so much more to a game night with friends than just the food and the 
games. There are so many benefits to having a game night, according to the Help Guide 
website. Playing games with friends can improve your relationships with those you are 
playing with and strengthen connections. Being with those you love and care about and 
laughing and having fun can help to harness empathy, compassion, trust and intimacy 
with others. These game nights can also boost stamina, stimulate creativity and relieve 
stress. School can be overwhelmi_ng and stressful, and spending valuable time with 
your friends doing activities that stimulate closeness, fun and creativity can be the 
perfect end to a school week. Being with friends and doing something that everyone 
can be included in J!lilkes foe a wonderful night in. 

You can be with friends anywhere, but spending the time together playing fun, 
interactive games ~y checks all the boxes of fun, coziness, closeness and stress 
relief. With the right snacks and the right company, creating the perfect night in with 
a game night will leave everyone happy. The housing experience is more than just 
moving into a new place - it is about the memories you create there that you will never 
forget, the laughs and shared experiences with friends and roommates and the unique 
experience of being able to live on or near WKU's campus. You can go out another 
night - this time it is friend game night, and it surely will not disappoint. 

HOUSING 119 
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Story by Abigail Wilkerson I Illustrations by Kayla Worden 

Life on campus is an experience that can hold 
plenty of twists and turns, everyone having 
their own experiences and tales to tell; housing 
on campus can be filled with the unexpected. 
Most students can recall overflowing laundry rooms, 
nights in with your roommate, meeting new friends 
in the most unique situations and even encountering 
somecutecritters.Butnotallrun-inswithcreaturesand 
roommates in dorms have been great-some stories are 
downright horrific. · 
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Mount Sterling sophomore Emily Sturgill spent her 
first year in Hugh Poland Hall, where she made her 
own on-campus housing memories. The memory that 
stuck out most was when two of her dorm neighbors 
had managed to smuggle in two hamsters, and rope 
her into their secret. 

Sturgill became acquainted with the hamsters, Bill 
and Randall, when she befriended her neighbors, 
holding and playing with them. Her neighbors would 

often bring the hamsters into her room 
while they were hanging out. Little 
did she know that Bill and Randall 
were wanted by a Hugh Poland 
resident assistant. 

Sturgill recalled the memory 
as being really funny. She and her 

neighbor were sitting on the bed 
while holding the hamsters when 

suddenly and unannounced, an RA 
came into the room in a frenzy, 
screaming "Show me the gerbils!" 
Sturgill and her neighbor hid the 
hamsters in their hands under 
the covers, keeping them free. 

As much chaos as Bill and 
Randall had managed to bring 

into Sturgill's dorm room and 
life, they also brought her new 

friends. These same two neighbors 
are now her suitemates this year. 

One experience like aiding in an 
on-campus housing crime can result in a 

long-term friendship. 
While Sturgill was greeted with some of 

the cuter critters that have made their way onto 
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campus, Anisa Bobzien, a junior from Louisville, had an 
experience that was not as enjoyable. During Bobzien's 
freshman year on campus at Douglas Keen Hall, she and 
her friends met their match in, of all places, the 
communal showers. 

When that stall door closes and the shower curtain 
gets pulled back, the last thing expected is to see a 
cockroach crawling in the same area everyone bathes 
in, yet this is exactly what one of Bobzien's dorm 
neighbors was met with. The last thing one might 
guess is that the cockroach came from the other side 
of the building - bred to be a bearded dragon's meal. 

Of course, the student bred the cockroaches in his 
dorm room with no original intent t~ 
infest his floor. However, 
once the student 
began breeding the ~ 
cockroaches, they ~ 
not only became 
his problem but a ~ 
problem for the entire ~ 
dorm building. 

"The whole building was 
infested for a while - it was 
a mess," Bobzien said. 

The cockroaches had crawled 
from the fourth floor of the male tower into the 
female tower as well. The cockroaches left no floor in 
Douglas Keen untouched, even making a home in the 
female showers on Bobzien's floor. 

"I remember a cockroach going down the 
~in in the showers on my floor," Bobzien said. 
It was so disgusting." 
Several of the girls and her friends in the bathroom 

were screaming at the sight of a critter where they 

shower regularly. Between the chaos and the hisses of 
a cockroach at the end of its life as it circled the shower 
drain, Bobzien was filled with pure disgust, shocked at 
this turn of events. 

Even with being a witness to the death of a cockroach, 
Bobzien is now more engaged and active in on-campus 
housing than ever as an RA and able to make more 
memories on campus. While it may have not been as 
cute as the illegal hamsters, an experience like the one 
Bobzien had is one that any college student would 
remember. 

While unique critters can surely call for some 
interesting memories involved with life on campus, 
they are not always the culprit and main focal point 
of some students' oddest housing stories. Sometimes 
the most head spinning housing stories stem from 
roommate interactions and encounters. 

St. Louis senior Haden Moore has had a few 
encounters with roommates that have been far from 
perfect. Rooming with strangers can be a unique and 
somewhat mysterious endeavor that can show how 
compatible or not some people are when it comes to 
sharing a room. 

In 2021, Moore lived in Zacharias Hall, a suite 
style dorm, where he and his roommate shared a 
bathroom with two other people. Moore said his other 
two suitemates constantly occupied the bathroom, 
especially late at night. 

"During the spring semester, I came back to my dorm 
late at around two in the morning. My roommate was 
at home for the weekend, but I overheard my other 
two suitemates in the bathroom and gave up trying to 
go in after 30 minutes and just went to bed," Moore 
said. "It took a bit for me to fall asleep with them 
constantly talking and making noise in the bathroom, 

but as soon as I did they burst out singing opera music, 
completely waking me up. It lasted about 10 minutes 
before they quieted down and then left the bathroom 
for the night." 

Moore was over their shenanigans and ready to be 
roommate free. He remembered questioning his choice 
of coming to WKU, thinking he should have maybe 
gone to Missouri State, or at least somewhere he knew 
people so he didn't have to deal with the trouble. 

He was determined to have his own private 
room the next semester, no matter the cost. 
While this incident was quite jarring, it did help 
Moore make a housing decision for the next 
school year. 

"I feel like it made me 
realize how much of a 
difference a good RA can 
make, which is what 
made me consider being 
an RA in the first place," 
Moore said. "One, I get 
a private room, and, two, 
I can help resolve this issue 
for others." 

It was the best of both worlds -
privacy with his own room and a new role 
to take on to make sure the roommate and housing 
stories remained scarce. Moore is currently an RA in 
Gilbert Hall. 

All of these students had unique and special 
dorm stories that made on-campus living a lively 
experience. These are memories that can only be 
made in the dorms on campus with other students, 
and the furry accomplices they bring with them. 

Hamsters, bearded dragons, cockroaches and 
roommates are all key elements in having the full 
housing experience on campus. 
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All inclusive 
monthly rent 
Free parking 

Fully furnished 

Utilities 

Wifi & Cable 

COLUMNS APARTME NTS 

~ 270-936-8217 8 ca@andovermgt.com t:\ 1140 Kentucky Street, 
'I Bowling Green, KY 42101 
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WKU Housing Trivia 
1. Which one of these options is NOT a 
dorm atWKU? 

a) Normal Hall c) Munday Hall 
b) McCormack Hall d) Southeast Hall 

2. How tall is Pearce Ford Tower? 

a) 246 feet, 7 inches c) 242 feet, 6 inches 
b) 250 feet, 7 inches d) 248 feet, 6 inches 

3. How many dorms does WKU have? 

a) 14 c) 16 
b)15 d)17 

4. True or False: Pearce Ford Tower used to be 
an all male dorm building when it opened. 

a) True b) False 

5. Which two residence halls on WKU's 
campus are for Honors College students? 

a) Hilltopper Hall & c) Normal Hall & 
Rodes Harlin Hall Regents Hall 

b) Minton Hall & d Zacharias Hall & 
Southwest Hall Meredith Hall 

6. True or False: Flex Dollars do NOT roll over 
semester to semester and year to year. 

a) True b) False 

7. Where is P.O.D. Market located? 

a) Munday Hall c) McLean Hall 
b) Downing Student d) Bates Runner Hall 

Union 

8. True or False: You are allowed fish in dorms. 

a) True b} False 

START 

END 
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Feb 23 10-2 DSU 
See what local apartments have to 
off er and win prizes! 

visit: 

www.wkuapartments.com 

® WKU Apartments Midtown 
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